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House calls are back and tens of thousands of Americans are 
receiving improved care as a result. But for traveling physicians, 
there’s a whole new level of complexity to these home visits, from 
new rules on documentation to achieving all the government 
incentives your practice is entitled to.

That’s why Aprima is designed to optimize your time at a patient’s 
home instead of complicate it. It works the way you want to 
work, with an interface that follows the natural flow of a typical 
patient visit. And it comes with unique functionality that gives you 
all the powerful benefits of an EHR and none of the traditional 
constraints.

KEY FEATURES FOR HOME-BASED PRIMARY CARE 
PHYSICIANS

• HIPAA-compliant communication. Messages can be sent 
    quickly and securely to any person or group in the practice, 
    just the way it’s done in an office setting.
• Device integration. Aprima interfaces with a variety of medical 
    equipment, allowing clinicians to take many of the medical 
    devices  they need for patient care with them. Results can be 
    documented in real time on site.*
• Patient records access. With the Aprima Patient Portal, 
    patients, or family members with access rights, finally have 
    secure, online access to patient visit results as soon as the 
    doctor is back online. They also have 24/7 access to any chart 
    data made available by the practice or provider.
• Patient grouping capabilities. The software has built-in 
    capabilities to add a patient site or facility, and to group 
    house call patients by site, geography, zip code and more.

PRODUCT OVERVIEW

“With Aprima Replication, I 
don’t have to worry if I have 
an Internet connection or 
not. I visit my nursing home 
patients daily and never 
have to worry about having 
a connection on site. When I 
am back online, all the work 
for the day is automatically 
uploaded and I’m done.”

DR. KWON LEE, MD
WOUND CARE SPECIALIST FOR 
NURSING HOMES AND HOME 
HEALTHCARE PATIENTS

*Customer received compensation as a referral and was told in advance 
that they would be featured in an advertisement.
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STORE & FORWARD–WORK OFF-LINE, SYNC UP LATER, NO 
MORE AFTER HOURS CHARTING!
No Internet connection? No problem! Aprima lets you fully document 
patient charts, look up or enter data using your preferred form of 
entry – including handwriting, voice recognition, point and click and 
keyboard – and perform other everyday tasks, all without access to a 
network or wireless connection. Once connectivity is available, the system 
automatically transmits patient visit data, digital images, orders, results 
and more. We call this Replication - allowing real-time charting on a local 
device in any type of remote facility.

PAINLESS PAYMENT PROCESSING FOR CHRONIC CARE 
MANAGEMENT, CARE PLAN OVERSIGHT AND MEDICAL 
HOUSE CALL E&M CODES
Too often home healthcare physicians shortchange themselves on what 
they’re rightfully owed by Medicare. The Aprima EHR removes uncertainty 
about CCM, CPO and Medical House Call E&M billing by recognizing:

• The patient received house call services required by Medicare in order 
    to receive CPO reimbursement
• The physician or other clinician devoted and documented the required 
    30 minutes or more of his/her time to supervision of patient’s care 
    plan
• The physician provided a service requiring a face-to-face encounter 
    with the patient in the 6-month period before CPO was billed
• Chronic Care Management tracking and billing is built into Aprima

In addition, Aprima supports and helps calculate all home services, 
nursing facility and rest home  E&M codes, making it easy to bill for 
services.

LEVERAGE THE POWER OF APRIMA FOR YOUR PRACTICE!
By enabling fast and efficient documentation, Aprima EHR’s built-in tools 
ensure that you’ll spend time with patients, not computers.

NO TEMPLATES! Chart the way you were trained to think and follow the 
flow of your exam no matter what direction it may take.

Aprima EHR follows you, instead of making you follow it. Chart by 
symptom for fast documentation. Your past notes can be carried forward 
to the current note so you’re not charting from scratch.

Adaptive Learning lets Aprima EHR learn your preferences as you work. 
Enjoy a smart EHR that seems to read your mind, so you’ll be up and 
running with minimal effort.

* Please see your Aprima representative for a list of supported devices.

About eMDs 

eMDs combines leading technologies 
with tailored services to remove 
operational burden and empower 
healthcare providers to maximize 
the impact of their care. Founded by 
physicians, eMDs brings decades of 
expertise and understanding to our 
integrated electronic health records 
products, practice management 
software,  revenue cycle management 
solutions, and credentialing services 
for medical practices and enterprises. 
With tens of thousands of deployed 
clients across a range of specialties 
and settings, eMDs’ extensive 
experience allows us to craft proven, 
transformative, solutions that meet 
the unique needs of healthcare 
organizations, enabling unmatched 
productivity and a superior experience 
for patients and practitioners alike.

Expert Solutions.
Stronger Partners.
Healthier Patients.
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BACK-TO-BACK SEGMENT WINNER
Small Practice
Ambulatory EMR/PM
10 or Fewer Physicians


